
1 - TAILOR-MADE PROGRAMS 

Why choose Universidad de los Andes?

For students majoring in Spanish, we offer customized programs in Spanish in all levels, including Spanish for Health practitioners, Chilean 
identity and others, both for undergraduate and graduate level students.

Programs can be delivered during the whole year (excluding February) and students receive academic credits from Universidad de los Andes. We 
develop Faculty-led programs combining UANDES and visiting Professors or completely taught by UANDES. The programs are mainly delivered 
in our Campus and include guest speakers and off-campus lectures.

In order to provide fulfilling experiences, we offer the following services: 

Cultural Immersion 
All short-term programs at UANDES always include Chilean students taking 
part of the courses and/or activities, so we can ensure an immersion in the 
country, the language and learning from peers! UANDES students are eager 
to participate and applications grow every year!

>  Lectures taught by UANDES faculty 
>  Guest speakers and off-campus lectures 
>  Spanish Language course (customized)
>  Arrival assistance
>  Welcome kit and orientation day
>  Farewell activities
>  Cultural trips to Santiago’s main attractions

>  On-Campus activities
>  Support arranging accommodation
>  Typical Chilean meals
>  Support in visa procedures
>  Public and private transportation assistance
>  Trip assistance to Valparaiso or other cities
>  Active and available International Office staff 

World-class campus
Our 128-acre Campus, 19 of them with green areas, offers a 
both protected and scenic environment surrounded by the Andes 
Mountains. UANDES is located in the northeast part of Santiago and 
is 25 minutes away from downtown. The state-of-the -art buildings 
and facilities offers students all they need for a great experience.

Program Quality
Our programs include lectures with experts in their fields, meetings 
with stakeholders and visits to key public and private institutions. 
Students will learn from top national and international specialists 
and will be invited to discuss and propose their ideas.

A person oriented environment
The International Office counts with active and flexible staff that will provide 
an interesting and learning experience. All groups count with a Student 
coordinator that will assist and orient at any minute. Our Faculty and guest 
speakers also enjoy having students from abroad to share their ideas and 
knowledge.

What I enjoyed the most is 
people. Students came from all 

over the world and they become 
my friends, even my family.

Nawaz Dhandala, India
The International Relations Office delivers tailor-made programs in English in diverse 
areas, including Chilean Culture, Doing Business in Latin-America, Education, Humanities, 
Law, Engineering, among others. 


